According to the Binet scale both James and Mary have a mental age of five years and two months. Mary passed all the threeyear tests and all those of the fourth year that did not involve memory span. James failed on the memory span at both three and four years.
In the five-year series, both failed on the colors and the commissions. James succeeded in the rest but Mary failed on the aesthetic comparison.
On the six-year tests Mary succeeded only in counting thirteen pennies and in telling whether it was morning or afternoon. James was unable to do the latter but answered the comprehension questions correctly. In the seven-year tests both succeeded in tying a bow knot and counting their fingers, but Mary gave an adequate description of the pictures and James utterly failed. There was a great similarity in the attempt to draw the diamond. James looked at it and said he couldn't do it.
When urged he tried but failed. Mary tried without urging but failed too. Neither had any notion of how to turn the angles. Both 
